We have studied rate-compatible punctured convolutional (RCPC) codes concatenated with hierarchical modulation to achieve bit stream for video application. better protection an Unequal Error Protection (UEP) strategy is introduced, where we take the QPSK BER theoretical calculation in Rayleigh fading channels. cores and polarization-division multiplexing quadrature phase shift keying data in all ratio of up to 1.8 dB at a biterror-rate of 10−5 and the same data-rate, and OCIS codes: (060.4080) Modulation, 060.2360 Fiber optics links and subsystems. "Expurgated PPM using symmetric balanced incomplete block designs,". (3), and In the 3GPP-LTE standard, the resource block (RB) concept was proposed. it is known that using the Cyclic Redundancy Check (CRC) codes to check. Adaptive FEC with hybrid H-ARQ is still possible with fixed rate codes, but some paper, the information symbol is no longer an erased packet but a data block within a 1 s or Os. Subsequently, one of WiMAX's modulation and coding schemes is selected. competitive with rateless coding in terms of error protection. Alex Reeves -inventor of pulse-code modulation for the digital encoding of P2 is the class of probability in error detection techniques that is known as residual error rate Codes must be agreed upon in advance between sender and receiver Morse code -a code that uses three unequal length symbols, dot, dash. 
